
 

Police Officer I - Recruit
ADP Code:  PO1PA

Effective Date: 08/03/2015 Status:  Active
Job Desciption Status:   APPROVED
Type:   Full-time
Department: Police
Division: Patrol
Position Supervisor: Sergeant
FLSA Status: Non-Exempt
Pay Grade: P1 - 7K
Pay Range: $40,102.00  to  $44,428.00
Supervisory/Non-Supervisory: Non-Supervisory
Rank:    
KPERS/KP&F: KP&F
Work Comp Code: 7720
EEO Category: Protective Service
Commercial Driver's License: No
Random Drug Screen: No
Physical Classification: Medium
Mobile Device:

None Cell Phone Wireless Mobile Device
NIMS Training Requirements: Level 1

Performance Assessment Documents

Create Performance Assessment Create Self Assessment Create Goals & Action Plan

Review Job Description Annually through Performance Assessment System

Position Summary

The general purpose of this position is to affirmatively promote a feeling of community safety and security 
through the safe, efficient, effective and lawful performance of police duties and functions.

Position Responsibilities

Daily routines require taking calls for service, patrolling to deter and detect crime, investigating crimes 
and complaints, citing and arresting law violators, preparing and following up on reports and cases, 
protecting persons and property, and securing and protecting prisoners.  When not responding to calls for 
service, the police officer is expected to use unassigned work time in an efficient manner by self-initiating 
work on those tasks identified by supervisory personnel as priorities for this job position.  

Position Requirements

With or without accommodations, a Police Officer I - PA must be able to:



Understand the basic functions of City services. 

Work and relate well with others. 

Maintain the trust and confidence of peers, superiors, the Courts, and general citizenry.

Have regular and predictable attendance.

Work independent of direct supervision. 

Exercise rational judgment. 

Verbally communicate clearly using proper words and tone. 

Investigate, enforce, and uphold Federal, State, and Municipal laws. 

Understand and comply with operational policies, procedures, codes of conduct, standards, and 

orders. 

Ensure the general safety of the public.

Prepare accurate and detailed police reports. 

Qualify with firearms and other offensive and defensive weapons. 

Perform other duties as assigned or requested.

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities

CORE ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS

City Services Knowledge/Customer Service:  Understands the basic functions of City departments and how they 
interrelate; has a general understanding of how individual job responsibilities support departmental and City services, 
can respond to or refer requests for information about basic City services.  Is conscious of how individual actions 
impact the City’s public service role; acts in the public interest by providing reliable information and high quality, 
consistent service; takes advantage of opportunities to conserve resources, improve services, and build positive 
community relationships. (01/12)

Collaboration/Interpersonal Skills:  Works with others toward common goals; demonstrates respect for others; shares 
ideas; listens to others' opinions and incorporates ideas into team decisions; shares credit for achievements and 
accountability for errors.  Understands others' perceptions; relates well to different personal styles; shows 
consideration for the feelings and well-being of others; builds constructive relationships. (01/12)

Personal Accountability - Non-exempt/Self Starter:  Acts in ways that support honesty and upfront dealings with others 
in a fair and just manner.  Accepts responsibility and is accountable for his or her actions.  Keeps commitments, is 
reliable and consistent with his or her work and maximizes the use and efficiency of time and resources.  
Communicates openly and directly and does not misrepresent facts.  Meets attendance and punctuality guidelines.  
Takes independent action within his/her scope of responsibility; looks for opportunities for innovation and 
improvement; is receptive to new ideas and information; looks for opportunities to learn from others or on-the-job and 
applies new skills and knowledge to daily work.  Performs tasks with little supervision or direction. (01/12)

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Communication Skills - Police : Demonstrates the ability to communicate thoughts, requests, and actions clearly and 
professionally through the proper selection of words and tone. Is able to provide guidance or direction through 
persuasion or commands. Demonstrates active listening skills. Understands the purpose of investigative reports and 
other police documentation. Is proficient in preparing written and computerized reports accurately reflecting incidents 
or situations in a detailed and organized manner. Reports contain proper grammar, correct spelling, and are neat and 
legible.

Decision Making - Police : Identifies and understands issues, problems, and opportunities; gathering information from 
different sources to draw conclusions; using effective approaches for choosing a course of action or developing 
appropriate solutions; taking action that is consistent with available facts, constraints, and probable consequences.

Knowledge of Policy and Law - Police : Understands and demonstrates knowledge of department policies and 
procedures, division manuals, standards of conduct and City personnel rules and regulations. Understands and 
demonstrates knowledge of the elements of basic sections of Federal Law, State Statute, and Municipal Code. 
Recognizes the difference between criminal and non-criminal activity. Makes arrests within guidelines. Properly 
utilizes force options when needed to arrest suspects or control subjects. Conducts proper search and seizure of 



persons or property for evidence.

Officer Safety Practices - Police: Understands and demonstrates proper officer and workplace safety practices. 
Insures proper use of protective equipment. Conducts regular inspections to identify defective safety equipment and 
workplace hazards.

FUNCTIONAL 

Care of Equipment/General Appearance - Police: The officer's uniform, clothing and equipment are free from defects 
and well maintained. The officer's weapon is clean and meets department maintenance standards. The officer 
maintains a clean vehicle with all of the assigned equipment. The officer meets physical ability standards as required 
by policy.

Investigative Skill - Police: Applies knowledge and skills so that evidence is identified, collected and preserved and all 
information relevant to the investigation is factually recorded. Crime scenes are processed using available resources 
to insure the collection and preservation of all types of evidence. Evidence is submitted to the Property Control Unit 
according to policy and procedure. Obtains detailed statements from victims and witnesses, which are accurate and 
free of personal bias. Uses acceptable practices and techniques when interviewing and interrogating suspects.

Police Functions - Recruit: Successful completion of the Basic Police Academy to include all written exams and 
practical exercises. Successful completion of the Field Training Program to include all job-related tasks and other 
defined program steps. Demonstrates basic knowledge and self-directed application of police patrol methods to 
interdict criminal activity by high-visibility patrol and property checks in crime hot spots, on-view arrests of criminal 
offenders, self-initiated arrests of wanted offenders, and by identifying suspicious activity and persons; enforces traffic 
laws on-view and in crash, impaired driving, school zones, and complaint hot spots; and conducts complaint and 
citizen requested property checks, and identifies and enforces quality of life code violations.

Weapons Proficiency - Police : Demonstrates proficiency with department issued weapon systems through range 
scores on department approved firearms ranges.

Position Requirements

Ability to Use the Following Technology

Microsoft Word, Excel, Internet, LotusNotes, PowerPoint, and other embedded criminal justice 
information systems.

Ability to Operate the Following Equipment

A motor vehicle under routine and emergency conditions.

A smart phone, portable radio, car radio, ASP baton, flashlight, sidearm, handcuffs, sirens, spotlight, 
video, digital and still camera, other equipment as assigned.

A personal computer, laptop computer, printer, copier, scanner, and facsimile.    

Physical Abilities

The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by a police officer to 
successfully perform the essential functions of this job.  Some essential functions required to be a 
Shawnee Police Officer include: standing, walking, running, sitting, bending, stooping, twisting, kneeling, 
squatting, crawling, climbing, lifting, pulling, carrying, pushing, reaching, jumping and dragging objects.  
Additionally, police officers must be able to pursue fleeing suspects and perform rescue operations which 
may involve quickly entering and exiting patrol vehicles.  This involves a degree of cardiovascular fitness.  

Other essential functions include: ability to distinguish color, acuity, arm/hand steadiness, full range of 
motion, hand/eye coordination, hearing, speech, use of eyes, use of fingers, use of hands, visual depth 
perception, visual stamina and the ability of smell to detect a full range of scents.  

The use of all essential functions listed can range from rarely to frequently; however, a police officer must 
possess these physical abilities since any of them may be called upon in a moments notice during the 
normal course of duty.  



Working Conditions

A police officer commonly works irregular hours and work conditions vary by shift.  The position requires 
working closely with others on a frequent basis, as well as working alone frequently.  This is physical 
work that regularly works outside and occasionally works inside.  The majority of tasks are performed 
outside while working from a police vehicle.  The position is frequently exposed to natural weather 
conditions including extreme cold and extreme heat, with regular exposure to dampness, humidity, or dry 
weather. Few tasks require heavy lifting, pushing, pulling, or carrying heavy loads.  Flexibility is important 
because of the need to enter and exit vehicles frequently, inspect buildings, climb over and around 
obstacles, and suddenly move out of the way of dangers.  Mental alertness is very important because of 
to the need to make decisions concerning subtle cues of impending danger or to discover inconsistencies 
in witnesses or suspects' testimonies.  However, physical and mental demands may change dramatically 
within a few seconds and tax the maximum of human endurance.  Therefore, officers must maintain a 
physical and mental state of fitness and readiness that will enable them to handle recurrent contacts and 
involvement with dangerous situations and potentially dangerous people, animals, and equipment.  

Work Schedule
The schedule is based on a 40 hour work week for Non-Road Patrol staff. Road Patrol staff split between 
three 8.25 hour shifts and three 10.25 hour relief shifts to cover minimum staffing levels.  Employees are 
occasionally required to remain after a normal shift has ended to complete reports, bring an ongoing case 
to conclusion, or cover staffing shortages.  This position is subject to call in 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week to assist in emergency situations and cover staffing shortages.  Other overtime may be required for 
training and special projects or events.

Education and Experience

A Police Officer I - PA must possess a high school or general equivalency diploma.  They will have 
graduated from a Kansas Certified Law Enforcement Training Academy or been granted reciprocity, and 
successfully completed the Shawnee Police Department’s Police Officer Field Training Program.   

Special Requirements

Must successfully complete the Kansas Law Enforcement Training Academy and become certified as 

a Police Officer with the State of Kansas.  If already certified, Officers must annually attend at least 
40 hours of certified in-service training or continuing police education and qualifying annually at a 
department scheduled and approved range with the department issued weapons on a State and/or 
department approved course of fire.  
Sworn employees must be able to give credible court testimony due to federal court decisions.  Any 

finding of dishonesty, untruthfulness, or  failing to be completely forthright with all information will 
bring an officer's reputation into consideration when testifying in a court of law.  For this reason 
officers must be truthful and completely honest at all times during the course of employment.
Must possess a valid driver's license with an acceptable driving record.  

Must be able to successfully pass a pre-employment background investigation, physical agility test, 

polygraph, job fitness assessment, post-offer medical examination, and post-offer drug screen.
Must carry a wireless mobile communication device.    

The City complies with State Statue 74-5616, Eligibility for appointment as an officer; certification by 

commission required; suspension, revocation, reprimand, censure or denial of certification; 
emergency proceedings; judicial review.  This includes the immediate disqualification or termination 
of an officer who is not eligible for Kansas certification due to being convicted of a felony or a 
misdemeanor crime of domestic violence. 
Successful completion of the following National Incident Management/Incident Command System 

(NIMS/ICS) trainings (or the ability to obtain within six (6) months of employment:
 IS-700.A: National Incident Management System (NIMS) An Introduction
 IS-100.B: Introduction to Incident Command System, ICS-100

Attendance and Productivity 



 Must attend work regularly and predictably and be productive, efficient, and effective while on duty. 

 

A Police Officer I - Recruit must possess a high school or general equivalency diploma.  They will have graduated 
from a Kansas Certified Law Enforcement Training Academy or been granted reciprocity, and successfully completed 
the Shawnee Police Department’s Police Officer Field Training Program.
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